VEHICLE CAMERA SYSTEMS

CLOCS AND FORS-COMPLIANT KITS (GOLD & SILVER)

VCS is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of innovative and reliable vehicle CCTV and safety systems

- COMPLETE 360° vision
- USER-FRIENDLY cloud-based software
- IMPROVE driver behaviour
- SPEED UP the insurance claims process
- POWERFUL fleet tracking and monitoring
- IMMEDIATE access to speed, G-force & videos
- 24/7 EVENT FORWARDING to your insurer/CMC
- HEALTH CHECK 24/7 diagnostic checking

We supply the latest in high-definition CLOCS & FORS-compliant and insurance approved multi-camera and safety solutions suitable for all types of commercial vehicles. They enable drivers of HGVs and LGVs to see blind spots using rear, side and forward-facing cameras, which are permanently recorded.

0333 009 0456  lee@vcsltd.uk

For our full range of multi-camera systems, visit: www.vehiclecamerasystems.uk